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Family Guy. Sure, a few episodes have been called in and a handful of gags pull on for much longer than they need, but the show has had a ton of high rates over the years , especially as it has gotten more meta in recent seasons. Each episode of Family Guy has at least one unforgettable scene, whether it's a gag cutaway or part of the main story. So here
are the most memorable scenes from each of imdb's top-rated Episodes Of Family Guy. 10 Yug Ylimaf (8.3) – Back Chicken Fight After using the Stewie time machine to pick up girls, Brian accidentally reverses the direction of time in Yug Ylimaf. Family Guy writers had a lot of fun playing around with the time around. One of the running gags they
recontextualized was the long-running fights between Peter and Ernie Giant Chicken. Everything unfolds in reverse, with its fists back and a crashed plane returning to the sky. 9 Lois Kills Stewie (8.3) – Stan Smith's Cameo Season 6 brought the double whammy of Stewie Kills Lois and Lois Kills Stewie, in which Stewie finally managed to kill her mother, she
finally came back to a shocking cliffhanger, and it all turned out to be a simulation. In the second part, Stewie enters the Pentagon to take over America and Stan Smith from the American father! make a cameo look. Hilariously, Stewie mistakes it for Joe. 8 Road To the North Pole (8.3) - Stewie and Brian trying to do Santa's Job When Stewie and Brian find
that Santa Claus is too weak and fragile to deliver Christmas presents, they offer to do his job for him - and discover that it's much harder than it seems. They end up in one house out of the millions they have to deliver, and they end up beating the father with a baseball bat and locking him in the closet. 7 The Simpsons Guy (8.4) - Peter and Homer's Sexy
Car Wash Family Guy's crossover episode with The Simpsons, The Simpsons Guy, went much better than fans expected. Since it was technically a Family Guy episode The Simpsons family, unlike a Simpsons episode featuring the Griffin family, The Simpsons Guy didn't have to tone down guy's family style - instead, he toned up the Simpsons style. In a
particularly graphic sequence, Peter and Homer set up a sexy car wash, although the two in the wet tank tops and shorts are not very sexy at all. 6 Stewie Kills Lois (8.4) - Stewie Kills Lois Unsurprisingly, the most memorable scene in Stewie Kills Lois refers to Stewie killing Lois. A six-year-old joke finally paid off when Stewie attacked Lois on a cruise ship. It
was a beautiful cinematic moment when Stewie opened fire with a machine gun, riding Lois with bullets, sending her to crash into the ocean. 5 Meet The Quagmires (8.4) - Brian Sings Never Going to Give You Up In Back to the Future, When Marty McFly goes back in time to the '50s, he performs Chuck Berry's Johnny B. Goode for a crowd that's not ready
for her. Brian returned with Peter after Peter wanted to regain his youth, then ended up ruining the timeline and creating a day when Lois is married to Quagmire. 4 And then there were fewer (8.6) – Lois Figures Out Diane Is Killer And then there were fewer, Family Guy two homage to the murder mysteries of Agatha Christie, is one of the show's most truly
unsettling episodes with a ton of creepy moments. The most memorable moment is the end of the twist, which shows Diane Simmons to be the killer. And kudos to the show for committing this in the following episodes, as Diane was replaced by Joyce Kinney. 3 PTV (8.6) - FCC Song In season 4 PTV, Family Guy took on the FCC, the censorship board that
forced them to cut and change parts of their show from the beginning. In the episode, Peter begins his own TV station to broadcast uncensored material and ends up being censored in real life. During the episode, Peter, Brian, and Stewie break into a musical number simply titled The FCC Song, which hilariously encapsulates all their frustration with
censorship. 2 Back to Pilot (8.8) – Brian Prevents 9/11 In one of the most self-conscious family guy episodes, Stewie and Brian went back in time to the first episode of the show. They came back to find where Brian buried a bone, but it became a meta examination of how much Family Guy has changed over the years. In the past, Brian tells his past about the
9/11 attacks. When they return to the present, the news plays images of Brian changing the timeline preventing one-line attacks like, Houston, we have a solution! 1 Road To The Multiverse (9.1) – Disney Universe with before Rick and Interdimensional adventures hit the waves of Adult Swim, Brian and Stewie traveled over multiverse in the classic Family
Guy episode Road to the Multiverse. The episode offered a ton of hysterical alternative realities, but easily the best and most memorable is the Disney universe. From the animation style to the catchy musical number to unabashed antisemitism, Family Guy takes on the World of Disney is brilliant. NEXT: The Office: The Most Memorable scene from each of
IMDb's 10 Top-Rated Episodes Next Supernatural: 10 Things You Forgotten From The First Episode Related Topics Lists family American guy Dad About The Author Ben Sherlock (2252 Articles Published) More From Ben Sherlock Seth MacFarlane's Family Guy is 18. There's a lot of giggity,Buzz Killingingtons and Conway Twittys. Not bad for a show that
was actually canceled and taken out of the air for three years. Like fellow cartoons The Simpsons and South Park before this, we can't help but binge on the residents of Quahog whenever we get the chance. But what are the best episodes ever made? We selected our final favorites, so find out if yours made the list below: 16. Yes Boom (season 2) Best Line:
Peter: I'm sorry, but I don't take coupons from giant chicken, not after the last time. Fox Early Family Guy might be quite dated and hard to watch nowadays, but there are still some gems, and this was one of the first to move from the normal sitcom conventions that pretty much totally ignores today. Broadcast in late 1999, it showed Quahog after the Y2K bug
broke the world. Stewie became a radioactive squid, Randy Newman was found in the wilderness, and there was even a weird live-action sequence involving Victoria Principal and Patrick Duffy poofing Who Shot JR? story in Dallas. Classic Bonkers Family Guy. This was potentially the first time fans realized this wasn't just a Simpsons ripoff. 15. Meet the
Quagmires (season 5) Best Line: Brian: Wow. Lois, 18. Son of a. Fox Any episode that features time travel is usually a winner (there are several in this list). Using the classic Christmas Carol, Death shows Peter would be his life if he did things differently. He and Brian travel back in 1984 for a day, but this time he drops Lois to their prom, and the future is
changed. Al Gore is president and horror shock: Lois and Quagmire are married. And all the kids have his chin. The best thing about this episode is that it turns into a brilliant parody of Back to the Future, and was an example of family guy's amazing Road to... episodes (get ready for plenty more), but with Brian and Peter instead of Stewie this time. 14. And
then there were fewer (season 9) Best line: line: Can't we all be happy that he died? Fox For the 9-hour premiere season, Family Guy went completely murder mystery spoof, because why not? Regular guest star James Woods invited every major character to his seaside mansion for a clue-style party. After Woods is killed, guests begin a search to find the
killer. This was a rare episode that didn't rely too much on cutaway gags, and contained so many recurring characters that normally wouldn't interact. I didn't think we'd see Jillian's friend Derek with Seamus, the sea captain. The most shocking was that several characters died and remained dead – including Muriel Goodman and Diane Simmons. It's a way to
cut some dead wood. 13. Road to Rhode Island (season 2) Best line: Stewie: Oh, my God, don't get out of the closet are you? Why does everyone always come to me? Fox First of several epic Brian and Stewie Way to... episodes, and we can't get enough bromantic pair. In this, Brian takes Stewie from his grandparents' house, but soon gets lost after their
plane tickets are stolen. And so begins an amazing trip as he tries to return to Quahog before Lois finds out. Not only was it hilarious, but not shy away from being ultra emotional either. Brian visited the puppy house where he was born, stealing his mother's taxidermiated body in the process. One of the rare emotionally charged moments in the show. 12.
Road to the North Pole (season 9) Best line: Stewie: He was going to call the police, man, you can't call the police on Santa Claus. Another trip of Stewie and Brian saw them traveling to the North Pole to kill Santa Claus, but all they discovered was a destroyed and polluted factory full of sick elves and wild reindeer. The pair help Mr. Christmas by trying to
deliver gifts around the world, but this, of course, only leads to disaster. And a family's Christmas being completely destroyed. There are so many moments that are golden Christmas comedy, from epic Christmastime is Killing Us song to Aurora Boaranaz cameo. 11. McStroke (season 6) Best Line: Peter: Then I think we'll take our millions of dongs
elsewhere... Fox It was one of the best Peter-being-stupid episodes. Here, he decides to grow a mustache, but after failing to do so he eats his weight in McBurgertown burgers, leading to a massive stroke and leaving the left side of his body paralyzed. So, yes, Family Guy went out there and somehow did strokes funny. Eventually he instantly recovered
from stem cells and met a talking cow at the McBurgertown factory, which Peter and Brian released with a Monkees-style chase. A farce of a but in a good way. 10th Quagmire's Dad (season 8) Best Line: Brian: Hey ... I f**ked your father. Fox As Brian went from sensitive Joe to femanizing, it also meant that I got to enjoy a lot of vs. Quagmire Fights. The
best of that, was when Brian accidentally shagged his father. As Dan Quagmire arrived on the scene, his creepy son was shocked to learn that he had made the transition, becoming Ida. And by Family Guy standards, he was surprisingly kind to the transgender community. In a way. Brian has a night out with Ida, and when he discovers who she really is, he
gossips everywhere just like in the amazing ipecac incident in season 4. Quagmire keeps beating the out of him, just for Brian to say, Hey... I f**ked your father. Amazing. 9. I dream of Jesus (season 7) The best line: Sir, our mathematics shows that the bird is equal to or greater than the word. AKA Bird is the Word episode. Here, Peter even finds Jesus. He
works at a record store. Peter convinces him to reveal himself to the world by taking down President George W Bush in the process. But the main reason the episode is so big is mentioned above Surfin' Bird running gag, in which Peter the hell out of everyone by continually finding ways to shoehorn in the 1950th Treshmen catchy. Even now, you never know
when you might strike again. 8. PPV (season 8) Best Line: FCC Officer: His chin looks like balls. You want me to take care of that? Fox Family Guy often pushes things as far as possible, so we're guessing writers have a bit of a frosty relationship with censors. This episode was their way of tracking all their anger at the agencies that get in the way. The
somewhat ridiculous episode saw Peter re-networking his own TV network, including r-rated replays of classic TV shows and Side Boob Hour, which also saw the FCC. And then they started censoring real life. The family then travel to Washington to set it all right again. It was one of those episodes where all the jokes worked, and it featured one of the show's
first song numbers, and it wasn't just to get on in time. 7. Brian and Stewie (season 8) Best Line: Stewie: You give my purpose of life, and maybe, maybe that's enough. Because it's the greatest gift a friend can give. Fox We've already made it clear how much we love Brian and stewie episodes, and the title alone makes it obvious why we love it. The two find
themselves accidentally trapped in a bank vault all weekend, and are soon forced to reveal their true feelings towards each other and question their existence and purpose in life. While it's great to see these two together, this episode was particularly great because it's the only one ever not to use any cutaway gags at all, and they're the only characters on the
show. Even Peter doesn't show up. Clearly, the writers know exactly what the fans want. 6. Something, Something, Something, Side (season 8) Best line: Lois as Leia: I love you. Peter as Han: F**k off. Fox Second of star wars in the parody series almost as good as the first, but much better than the third. So, almost like in the Star Wars movies. As with Blue
Harvest, the power in the Griffin family home fades, leading to the retelling of Peter the Empire Strikes Back, with characters from Family Guy playing Star Wars icons, would be Peter as Han, Chris as Luke, even Ernie the Chicken as Boba Fett. You have to be a Star Wars fan to get all the jokes, and the whole exercise is a little bizarre on paper, but it works.
Although, we disagree with Peter. We prefer Robot Chicken specialities. 5. Firecrackerd (season 4) Best line: Stewie: Chris, what happened to Geean Davis? He's been in the movies, but he's not in the movies anymore. She's quite attractive, but when she smiles you see too much gum. It's not a good tooth-gingie ratio... Chris? I'll tell you in the morning. Fox
Another Peter goes crazy episode, and one of the best. Win a Trivial Pursuit game and instantly think he's a genius. After being challenged to apply for a MacArthur Genius Grant, he is actually labeled as mentally retarded. Hopa. Over time, Peter exploits his diagnosis and even manages to lose custody of his children in Cleveland. Addressing a sensitive
subject, it didn't go so well at the time with censors and charity groups. But if you like your offensive humor, this was one of the best episodes. 4. I Take Thee, Quagmire (season 4) Best line: Cleveland: Hey, Quagmire, is that a banana in your pocket or an erection in your pocket? Fox Quagmire is a dirty dog. He's borderline crazy and probably should be in
jail. But he's still extremely hilarious. It was one of the first episodes to present how ridiculously awful it could be. At first, it seems that he might change when he falls in love with Peter's new housekeeper and decides to marry her. Soon, he wants to leave, but learns that she will kill him and herself if he leaves her. So he has to fake his own death, which leads
to many stupid scratches for how to accomplish this, before death takes Joan in place. Dark and horrible, but brilliant. 3. Blue Harvest (season 6) Best Line: Peter: Hi, I'm Han Solo. I'm captain of the Millennium Falcon, and the only actor whose career is not ruined appearing in this film. Fox See #6. Pretty much the same, but better. 2. Back to the pilot
(season 10) Best line: Peter: Hey Lois, I found some double-sided tape. I think I can do about seven minutes worth of funny stuff with it. That should lead us to the Meg Kissing Booth story. Fox This Stewie and Brian-centric episode was pure genius. The two use a time machine to travel back in time the first episode – which leads to many smart gags about
how different the show looks, different voices cast and how different comedy is in comparison. Then Brian tells his ex approximately 9/11, and their current time is totally changed, causing a second civil war. They must then prevent themselves from returning in the first place. However, this proves very difficult, producing countless versions of each other at the
same time. Not only was it hilarious episode with amazing moments Brian and Stewie, but it was really pretty clever in the time travel stakes, which is impressive at a nerdy level. 1. Road to Multiverse (season 8) Best Line: Quagmire: Thanks honey, hello to your husband. [a device on his beep belt] Oh, I got AIDS again, better take my cold NyQuil, flu and
AIDS. [he takes the pills] They're all gone! Fox Another crazy Brian and Stewie adventure. This time, they occasionally eat to visit Quahog in various other universes, including a flintstones-style city, a Disney planet, a world in which Japan won World War II, a robot chicken world, and even a live-action version. This wouldn't have had the most exciting plot,
but with every new world, I just got more and more fun and so much fun. Coupled with Brian and Stewie's front and center, he made it for the best Family Guy episode ever. Want breaking news and entertainment features? Just hit Like on our Digital Spy Facebook page and Follow on our Twitter account @digitalspy and you're ready. This content is created
and maintained by a third party and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this content and similar content at piano.io piano.io
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